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Plot structure in a jury of her peers

LitCharts assigns a color and icon to each topic in a Jury of Her Peers that you can use to track the topics throughout your work. Male Obliviousness to Women's Importance Legal Obligations vs. Gender Loyalty Mrs. Hale tells Mrs. Peters how Mrs. Wright was once a lively and cheerful girl before her marriage to Mr. Wright. Mr. Hale tells everyone how he found Mrs. Wright's behavior in the face of her
husband's death strange. Ms Hale persuades Ms. Peters to cover up the evidence and together they hide the dead bird from investigators. Ms. Hale and Ms. Peters discuss Ms. Wright's unhappy marriage and sympathize with Ms. Wright's plight. Mr Peters asks Ms Hale to accompany her in the murder investigation because Ms Peters wants to carry another woman with her. Asked by Hallie F #788217 on
02.05.2018 21:08 Updated by jill d #170087 on 02.05.2018 at 22:16 Add Yours Answered by jill d #170087 on 02.05.2018 at 22:16 Ms. Hale convinces Ms. Peters to cover up the evidence and together to hide the dead bird from the investigators. The story begins with Martha Hale's hasty departure from her farmer's kitchen. She looks around and hates leaving her job in disarray, but her husband
impatiently tells her to hurry up. Ms. Hale joins the group of people in the buggy outside. The party includes: District Attorney George Henderson, local Sheriff Henry Peters, his wife, Mrs. Peters and Mrs. Hale's husband Lewis Hale. The small group comes to a neighbouring farmhouse and enters the kitchen. Mrs. Hale reflects that she never stepped into the farmhouse on foot, but wishes she had called the
residents: John Wright and Minnie Wright. Mrs. Hale knew Minnie Wright as a young woman, but she was caught up in her own busy life and hasn't bothered to visit Minnie for the past twenty years. George Henderson asks Mr. Hale to tell his story of the events of the previous day in the farmhouse. Ms. Hale watches nervously as her husband speaks, knowing full well that he tends to mix stories or share
unnecessary information. She reflects that this could make things worse for Minnie. Mr Hale explains how he was driving through the Wrights' farmhouse the day before when he stopped to call his neighbour. He had hoped to install a party line phone for both houses, but Wright was not interested, and Mr. Hale decided to ask him in front of his wife. Although, Mr Hale reflects, he does not know that his
wife's opinion would have made much difference to John Wright. Mr. Hale entered the house to find Minnie Wright in her rocking chair. He asked about her husband and she calmly told him he was there, but Mr Hale could not speak to him because he was dead. Mr. Hale went upstairs and found John body in his bed. He was strangled to death. Minnie Wright said she didn't wake up even though she was
sleeping next to him when the murder happened. Minnie Wright was subsequently arrested and taken to prison. It is While the district attorney and the local sheriff search their apartment for clues to the murder. In particular, they are looking for evidence to suggest a motive for the crime. The men dismiss the items in the kitchen as female concerns that do not provide evidence. But before they move
upstairs to investigate the crime scene, Minnie Wright's destroyed canned jars of fruit are discovered. The recently completed can project was ruined by the cold weather because the contents were frozen and the glasses were broken open. Ms Peters says Minnie was thinking about that very possibility. Henry Peters immediately laughs and jokes about a woman who could be so concerned about
something trivial in the face of the murder charge. Mr Hale admits: women are used to worrying about small things. Mr Henderson criticises Minnie's chaotic kitchen and poor housekeeping, and Ms Hale immediately defends Minnie, reminding the lawyer how much work to do around a farmhouse. George Henderson gives Mrs. Peters permission to take some clothes and things to Minnie in prison. He asks
them to look for evidence, and Mr Hale immediately wonders if the women would know a piece of evidence if they found one. As soon as the men go upstairs, Martha Hale expresses her misfortune that they would criticize Minnie's kitchen in her absence. Ms Peters says men are doing their duty to come into the room and look for evidence. The women gather the objects that will bring them to Minnie, and
they notice the poor quality of their clothes, which reveals the greed of their husband. Ms Hale suddenly asks Ms. Peters if she thinks Minnie is guilty, and the two women discuss the strange nature of John Wright's death. Mrs Hale says that Mr Hale said there was a gun in the house, and yet this was overlooked in favour of the more brutal act of strangling John Wright. The women discover a quilt in
progress, and when the men come back downstairs, they hear Ms. Hale wondering if Minnie plans to finish the quilt with the regular technique or by tying it. The men laugh again at the trivial interests of women. The men then go out into the barn. As Ms. Peters and Martha Hale examine the ceiling, they observe an area of the seams that is chaotic and crooked, as opposed to the rest. They assume that
Minnie was anxious or tired or otherwise upset when she sewed. As they collect the items to bring them to Minnie, the two women comment on an empty birdcage they find. The birdcage is known for its broken door. Martha Hale expresses concern about not visiting Minnie in 20 years because she was aware of the antisocial and strict character of John Wright. She imagines the lonely life Minnie must have
had with John Wright. The women search for Minnie's quilting materials, open a red box and are immediately repelled by the smell from the inside: it is a dead bird, its neck twisted to the side, like Strangled. The men suddenly re-enter and Martha Hale hides the box that the women have just discovered. After leaving the men, Ms. Peters and Martha Hale reflect on silence and loneliness. Ms. Peters recalls a
traumatic childhood memory of a neighbor boy who killed her pet kitten. Ms Peters admits she wanted to hurt the boy at that moment. Martha Hale's reflections are self-critical. She repeats how much she wishes to have visited Minnie, and speaks of her own actions as a crime that went unpunished. The men conclude their investigation without evidence to indicate a motive. George Henderson begins to
look through the things Mrs. Peters takes to Minnie in prison, but then he stops laughing that things are just harmless, feminine things. Hidden among these things is the box with the dead bird inside. The men failed in their search for evidence, but at least, George Henderson jokes, they learned about Minnie's quilt project. He asks Martha Hale to remind him how Minnie could finish her quilt, and Mrs. Hale
replies with certainty that Minnie Wright would knot it. A Jury of Her PeersAuthorSusan GlaspellCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishPublished inEvery Week MagazinePublication dateMarch 5, 1917Pre-byTrifles A Jury of Her Peers, written 1917,[1] is a short story by Susan Glaspell, loosely based on the 1900 murder of John Hossack (not the famous abolitionist), which Glaspell reported while working as
a journalist in the Des Moines News. [1] It is seen as an example of early feminist literature because two female characters are able to solve a mystery that the male characters cannot solve. They are supported by their knowledge of the psychology of women. Glaspell originally wrote the story in 1916 as a one-act play titled Trifles for the Provincetown Players. [3] The story was adapted into an episode of
the 1950s television series Alfred Hitchcock Presents. In 1980 it was adapted by Sally Heckel into a 30-minute film. The film was nominated for the Academy Award for Best Live Action Short Film. [4] The summary of the story, A Jury of Her Peers, deals with the discovery and subsequent investigation into the murder of John Wright. The story begins on a cold, windy day in fictional Dickson County (which
represents Dickinson County, Iowa) with Martha Hale's abrupt appointment to a crime scene. In the buggy are Lewis Hale, her husband, Sheriff Peters, the county sheriff, and Mrs. Peters, the sheriff's wife. She rushes out to join them in the buggy, and the group sets off. They arrive at the scene: the lonely-looking house of the Wrights. Immediately, Ms. Hale shows a sense of guilt for taking her Minnie
Foster has not visited since she married and twenty years earlier became Mrs. Wright (the wife of the dead). Once the whole group is safe in the house, Mr. Hale is asked to describe to the district attorney what he had seen and experienced the day before. Despite the serious circumstances, his story in a long-breathed and ill-conceived way, tendencies that he fights to avoid throughout. The story begins
with Mr. Hale daring to go to Mr. Wright's house to convince Wright to get a phone. When he enters the house, he finds Mrs. Wright in a delirious state and learns that Mr. Wright was allegedly strangled. The inquisitive nature of women and the very peculiar attention to the smallest details allow them to find evidence of Ms. Wright's guilt and her provocations and motives. Meanwhile, the men are unable to
obtain evidence. The women find this a useful piece of evidence: the dead bird in the box. It is said that Minnie loved to sing and her husband took that away from her. But now to find that her bird is dead, with a broken neck (with the result that the husband killed him), it is obvious that Mrs. Wright killed her husband. Mrs. Hale and Mrs. Peters use their knowledge and experience as two Midwestern rural
women to understand Ms. Wright's suffering when the only creature around her has died. [5] The women find justification in Mrs. Wright's actions and hide what they find in front of the men. In the end, their blocking of evidence will seemingly prevent a conviction. The story ends here and does not move into the events after they leave the house. Themes Scholars have found that themes covered in Susan
Glaspell's A Jury of Her Peers explore the concepts of good and evil, justice against justice, and the world of men compared to the world of women. The scholar Leonard Mustazza has explained that Glaspell explores the concept of good and evil in her writing in history, making detectives typical heroes of justice by declaring that they would not rest until they find the murderer of John Wright. [6] J. Madison
Davis commented on the same concept, noting that while the women's actions were not conventionally good, the cruelty caused by John Wright and the sheriff's decision to ignore this cruelty justified their actions and their silence. [7] Mustazza commented on the subject of justice against justice, noting that the male characters focused on following the law while the female characters tried to obtain justice.
[6] He went on to write that the men's behavior showed the differences between the characters, as they did not recognize the abuse the woman had suffered and instead criticized her abilities in the household. Patricia L. (1997). Stories in Fiction and in Fact: Susan Glaspell's A Jury of Her Peers and the 1901 Murder Trial of Margaret Hossack. Stanford Law Review. 49 (6): 71. doi:10.2307/1229348. JSTOR
1229348. Schechter, Harold True Crime: An American Anthology. The Library of America. S. 179–195. ISBN 978-1598530315. Abgerufen am 26. März 2015. A Jury of Her Peers Study Guide Archived January 24, 2012, at the Wayback Machine at What So Proudly We Hail Curriculum . Abgerufen am 15. Februar 2012. * A Jury of Her Peers. Elaine: Hedges. Kleine Dinge Dinge Susan Glaspell's 'A Jury of
Her Peers'. Women's studies. 12: 89-110. doi:10.1080/00497878.1986.9978630. * A b Mustazza, Leonard (1988), Gender and Justice in Susan Glaspell's A Jury of her Peers, Law and Semiotics, Springer US, pp. 271-276, doi:10.1007/978-1-4613-0771-6_18, ISBN 9781461280743 Where is a bad guy if you really need one? Antagonists and master criminals. World literature today. 92 (3): 12.
doi:10.7588/worllitetoda.92.3.0012. ISSN 0196-3570. External Links A jury of their Peers Public Domain audiobook at LibriVox Audio Dramatization EDSITEment Lesson Jury of their colleagues A Jury of Her Peers article every week John Hossack murder case retrieved from
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